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Abstract—Three different techniques are applied for accurate
constitutive parameters determination of isotropic split-ring resonator
(SRR) and SRR with a cut wire (Composite) metamaterial (MM)
slabs. The first two techniques use explicit analytical calibration-
dependent and calibration-invariant expressions while the third
technique is based on Lorentz and Drude dispersion models. We have
tested these techniques from simulated scattering (S-) parameters of
two classic SRR and Composite MM slabs with various level of losses
and different calibration plane factors. From the comparison, we
conclude that whereas the extracted complex permittivity of both slabs
by the analytical techniques produces unphysical results at resonance
regions, that by the dispersion model eliminates this shortcoming
and retrieves physically accurate constitutive parameters over the
whole analyzed frequency region. We argue that incorrect retrieval
of complex permittivity by analytical methods comes from spatial
dispersion effects due to the discreteness of conducting elements within
MM slabs which largely vary simulated S-parameters in the resonance
regions where the slabs are highly spatially dispersive.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials (MMs) are artificially structured composite materials
with periodic cellular architecture that either mimic known material
responses or produce physically realizable response functions not
available in nature. The periodic sequence of identical cells
having unique features results in exotic electromagnetic properties
not observed by conventional materials such as negative refraction,
invisible cloaks, filters, etc. [1–7]. In fabrication of these engineered
materials, the lattice is arranged in such a combination that its size is
much smaller than the operating wavelength [8]. By this arrangement,
many unit cells reside within one-wavelength range, and thus it
becomes possible to replace the overall MM structure by a homogenous
and continuous medium with a well-defined wave impedance (zw) and
refractive index (n) [8].

To examine electromagnetic properties (zw, n, etc.) of MMs,
various methods have been proposed for retrieval of these properties
when they are exposed to an electromagnetic stimulus. Among these
methods, scattering (S-) parameter material extraction methods seem
promising since they allow analyses of both numerical/simulation
and experiment. The Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) technique as the
most popular and well-known S-parameter extraction method and
its variants have been applied to extract effective electromagnetic
properties of not only conventional materials but also MMs
(contemporary materials) [9–18]. However, it has been observed that at
some frequency bands as well as for some MM configurations, retrieved
effective electromagnetic properties of isotropic and bi-anisotropic MM
slabs by the NRW technique exhibit some non-physical results [16, 18–
20], since it relies upon retrieval of these properties of materials directly
from obtained S-parameters. This problem arises due to discreteness
of conducting elements repeating periodically in a MM structure
in simulation programs. It can be resolved by enforcing suitable
dispersion models which underlie the physical nature of MM slabs in
the extraction process [19]. Furthermore, the proposed method in [19],
in addition to eliminating non-physical inaccuracies, also determines
effective MM parameters including electronic and magnetic resonant
(plasma) frequencies, electronic and magnetic damping factors, and
etc. However, it is not feasible when slab surfaces and calibration-
planes do not coincide with each other. On the other hand, as a
variant of the NRW technique, two reference-plane invariant methods
have been recently devised to extract electromagnetic properties of
conventional isotropic materials from measured S-parameters [14, 15].
In this research paper, we combine advantages of the methods
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) A plane wave incident to a single cell of an isotropic
MM slab composed of concentric circular SRRs with/out cut wires and
(b) periodicity in x and y directions.

in [14, 15, 19] and propose another method for accurate retrieval of
effective electromagnetic properties as well as effective parameters of
isotropic MM slabs using reference-plane invariant expressions.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of determining effective electromagnetic properties of an
isotropic MM slab composed of concentric circular split-ring resonators
(SRRs) with/out cut wires is depicted in Fig. 1. The slabs have
identical lengths of d = 8.8mm in the direction of wave travel (z
direction) with theoretically infinite periodicity in x and y directions
(see Fig. 1(b), ax = 8.8mm, ay = 6.5mm). It is seen from
Fig. 1(a) that left and right end surfaces of the slab do not touch with
calibration-planes, being apart from slab surfaces by L1 and L2. In the
analysis, it is assumed that a uniform plane wave linearly polarized in
the x direction propagates along the z direction and is incident upon
the slab in Fig. 1(a).

Because the direction of electric field is along the direction of slits,
the MM slab in Fig. 1 does not indicate strong bi-anisotropy [18, 21].
In addition, SRRs are planar structures arranged in an infinite
lattice to create a left-handed medium, producing an isotropic
magnetic medium [22]. Assuming that the time dependence is of the
form exp(−iωt) and applying boundary conditions along z direction
(continuity of tangential components of electric and magnetic fields),
forward and backward reflection and transmission S-parameters at
calibration-planes of the cell in Fig. 1 can be written [9–17, 19, 20]
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Γ=(zw−1)/(zw+1), T=eik0nd, R1=eik0L1 , R2 = eik0L2 ,

k0=2πf/c. (2)

Here, Γ and T are, respectively, the reflection coefficient at the air-MM
slab interface and the propagation factor through the MM slab; zw and
n the normalized wave impedance and the refractive index of the MM
slab; k0, f , c the free-space wavenumber, the operating frequency, and
the velocity of light in vacuum; and d, L1, and L2 the length of the
MM slab, and the distances between the left and right surfaces of
the MM slab and the calibration-planes, respectively. We note from
Eq. (1) that for an isotropic sample, S11 becomes not equal to S22 due
to asymmetric calibration plane distances (L1 and L2). Besides, it is
seen from Eqs. (1) and (2) that ax and ay do not enter into theoretical
analysis because the slab has infinite lengths in those directions.

3. RETRIEVAL METHODS

Here, we will introduce three retrieval methods for extracting
electromagnetic properties of isotropic MM slabs in Fig. 1 using
reference-plane dependent and reference-plane invariant expressions.
In the first two methods, we will utilize NRW type analytical
expressions [9–17], and in the third method, we will use dispersion
models [19].

3.1. The Analytical Approach — Reference-plane
Dependent

The analytical approach with reference-plane dependent expressions
for retrieval of electromagnetic properties of isotropic MMs is based
on using in Eqs. (1) and (2). From these equations, we find retrieved
complex permittivity (εr) and complex permeability (µr) [9, 10, 17]
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n=n′ + in′′=
Im{ln (T )}±2πm−iRe {ln (T )}

k0d
, m=0, 1, 2, 3 . . .(4)

εr =n/zw, µr = nzw, (5)

where m is the branch index value. The correct sign for zw in Eq. (3)
can be chosen by applying Re {zw} ≥ 0 indicating that the rate of heat
dissipation in any passive medium [23]

Q = Qelec +Qmag > 0, Qelec = ωε′′r Ē ·Ē∗, Qmag = ωµ′′rH̄ ·H̄∗, (6)
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must be positive where ‘*’ denotes complex conjugate; and Re {·} and
Im {·} are the real and imaginary operators, respectively. Besides,
unique solution of n can be cast using different techniques in the
literature through determination of correct m [10, 24–27].

3.2. Analytical Approach — Reference-plane Invariant

In previous subsection, it has been demonstrated that correct retrieval
of εr and µr is possible provided that reference-plane transformation
factors R1 and R2 are precisely known. In what follows, we will
illustrate that εr and µr could be extracted using reference-plane
invariant expressions. Toward this end, we let two new variables based
on measured S-parameters and the slab length which is assumed to be
known [14, 15]

A=
S11S22

S21S12
=

Γ2
(
1−T 2
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T 2 (1−Γ2)2
, B=e2ik0d (S21S12−S11S22)(
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where S0
21 is the forward transmission S-parameter when there is no

MM slab between calibration-planes. It is clear that the right sides
of both expressions in Eq. (7) are independent of calibration-plane
factors R1 and R2. From Eq. (7), we obtain [14, 15]
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The correct sign of Γ2 in (8) can be selected by using the constraint
|Γ| ≤ 1, indicating the condition [23] given in Eq. (6). After
determination of Γ2 and T , electromagnetic properties of isotropic MM
slabs can be extracted from Eqs. (3)–(5). As pointed out before,
unique solution of εr and µr can be found using the techniques [10, 24–
27].

Up to this point, we have assumed (as well as in the paper [14])
that correct solution of Γ from Eq. (8) using the constrain |Γ| ≤ 1 is
possible. However, there are two roots of Γ which satisfy Eq. (8) since
Γ = ∓

√
Γ2. In this paper, we propose a simple tactic to resolve this

issue as follows. First, we determine L1 or L2 from Eq. (1)
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using determined unique expressions of Γ2 and T from Eq. (8).
Determined L1 and L2 values from Eq. (10) will be real quantities
since R1 and R2 in Eq. (2) are two exponential quantities having
only an imaginary argument. Although it seems at first moment that
there are also multiple solutions for L1 and L2, using measurements at
multiple frequencies and finding almost identical L1 and L2 values for
all p1 and p2 in Eq. (10), this dilemma can be solved because L1 and
L2 are physical properties not changing with frequency. Next, after
determination of L1 and/or L2, we obtain Γ from

Γ =
S11

(
1− Γ2T 2

)

R2
1 (1− T 2)

=
S22

(
1− Γ2T 2

)

R2
2 (1− T 2)

, (11)

once Γ2, T , and R1 (or R2) values are substituted from Eqs. (8)
and (10).

3.3. Dispersion Model Approach

This model is based upon using different dispersion models for
extracting from synthesized S-parameters electromagnetic properties
of isotropic MM slabs in Fig. 1. In this model, simulated or measured
S-parameters are fitted to those obtained from Drude and Lorentz type
dispersion models [19, 28] in which εr and µr can be expressed

εr (ω) = ε∞−
ω2

ep

ω (ω + iδe)
, µr (ω) = µ∞−

(µs − µ∞) ω2
mp

ω (ω + iδm)− ω2
mp

, (12)

where ε∞ is the electric permittivity at theoretically infinite frequency,
ωep the electronic plasma frequency, δe the electronic damping
coefficient, µ∞(µs) the magnetic permeability at theoretically infinite
(zero) frequency, ωmp the magnetic plasma frequency, and δm the
magnetic damping coefficient. For isotropic MM slabs composed of
only SRRs, we set ωep = 0 and δe = 0.

This model works as follows [19]. First, ranges of possible solutions
for ε∞, ωep, δe, µ∞, µs, ωmp, and δm are estimated. Next, for given or
assumed values of ε∞, ωep, δe, µ∞, µs, ωmp, and δm within the range,
εr and µr are determined from Eq. (12). After, depending on using
reference-plane dependent and reference-plane invariant S-parameter
expressions, calculated εr and µr are substituted into either Eq. (1)
or (7) once upon Γ and T are determined from Eq. (2). Finally, a
suitable optimization algorithm such as the differential evolution (DE)
algorithm [19] or the “fmincon” function of MATLAB is selected to
determine next seed of iteration until the simulated S-parameters are
fitted within specified limits. Since the DE algorithm yields different
solutions depending on values of initially arranged parameters, in our
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paper we decided to apply the “fmincon” function provided that the
range of values of ε∞, ωep, δe, µ∞, µs, ωmp, and δm are known. To
be discussed later, their ranges can be estimated from extracted values
using the analytical approach.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

We use the unit cell dimensions in [18] as for the dimensions of unit
cells of our isotropic MM slabs with/out cut wires in Fig. 1 in our
simulation analysis. While the cell with only SRRs is denoted by SRR
isotropic MM slab as shorthand for the discussion of results in this
paper, the cell with both SRRs and cut wire is designated by Composite
isotropic MM slab for the same goal. The dimensions of each unit cell
are ax = 8.8mm, ay = 6.5mm, and d = 8.8mm. The substrate
made up by the FR-4 dielectric material (εr = 4.4 and conductance
of 0.0068 S/m) has a thickness of 1.6 mm. Geometric parameters of
SRRs are g = t = 0.2mm, w = 0.9 mm, and r = 1.6mm, while that
of cut wire is w = 0.9mm. The patterns of copper, with an assumed
electrical conductivity of 5.8 × 107 S/m, are 30µm thick. Different
lossy isotropic MM slabs with/out cut wires are achieved by varying
the value of conductance of the substrate to analyze effects of lossy
nature of isotropic MM slabs in the extraction of their electromagnetic
properties. We utilize the CST Microwave Studio simulation program
based on finite integration technique [29] to simulate S-parameters for
each unit cell in Fig. 1. Whereas periodic boundary conditions are
used along x- and y-directions, waveguide ports are assumed along
z-direction. For more details about simulations, the reader can refer
to [29]. For conciseness, simulated S-parameters over f = 2–5 GHz of
the SRR and Composite MM slabs with substrate conductance (σ) of
0.0068 S/m and L1 = 0 = L2 are given in Fig. 2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the simulated S-parameters
for the SRR and Composite MM slabs with substrate conductance of
0.0068 S/m and L1 = 0 = L2 (S11 = S22).
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5. RETRIEVED ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Here, we present retrieved electromagnetic properties of isotropic SRR
and Composite MM slabs with different σ values from their simulated
S-parameters, some of which are illustrated in Fig. 2. We apply three
different approaches for retrieval process and consider reference-plane
invariant expressions in some cases. The first and second approaches
are based upon extraction of electromagnetic properties from explicit
analytical expressions [9, 10, 14, 15], while the third approach uses
dispersion models (Lorentz and Drude [19, 28]) to predict accurate
electromagnetic properties [19]. Advantages and drawbacks of each
approach will be discussed wherever appropriate.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the
SRR MM slab with various substrate conductance values (S/m) and
L1 = 0 = L2 using the first approach.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the
Composite MM slab with various substrate conductance values (S/m)
and L1 = 0 = L2 using the first approach.
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5.1. First Analytical Approach — Reference-plane
Dependent

Using derived expressions in Eqs. (3)–(5) and simulated S-parameters,
we extracted εr and µr of isotropic SRR and Composite MM slabs
with various σ, L1, and L2 values. In Figs. 3 and 4, we demonstrate
over 2–5 GHz the retrieved εr and µr of SRR and Composite MM
slabs with σ = 0.0068 S/m to reproduce the simulation results in
Figs. 6(c), 6(d), 8(c), and 8(d) of the paper [18]. The relative shifts
near resonance regions in extracted εr and µr dependences between our
simulated results and those in [18] can arise from location of metallic
structures within the cell. It is noted from Figs. 3 and 4 that while the
extracted ε′r demonstrates anti-resonant behavior near the resonance
region (f ∼= 2.9GHz), the extracted µ′r shows resonant behavior near
the same region for both SRR and Composite MM slabs. Furthermore,

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the SRR
MM slab with σ = 0.0068 (S/m) and various lengths (mm) using the
first approach [correct parameters are L1 = 1mm and L2 = 10 mm].

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the
Composite MM slab with σ = 0.0068 (S/m) and various lengths
(mm) using the first approach [correct parameters are L1 = 1mm
and L2 = 10mm].
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the SRR
MM slab with σ = 0.0068 (S/m) and various lengths (mm) using the
first approach [correct parameters are L1 = 10 mm and L2 = 10 mm].

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the SRR
MM slab with σ = 0.020 (S/m) a nd various lengths (mm) using the
first approach [correct parameters are L1 = 10mm and L2 = 10 mm].

the extracted ε and µ appear in conjugate form, namely, the extracted
ε′′r is less than zero near the resonance region, whereas µ′′r is greater
than zero over the whole frequency region for both SRR and Composite
MM slabs. However, the retrieved ε′′r near the resonance region does
not comply with the second principle of thermodynamics [23]. In
Subsection 5.3, we will discuss how this unphysical artifact can be
eliminated. Finally, it is seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that an increase
in σ value, indicating that the cell becomes lossy, decreases not only
the intensity of electric and magnetic responses near resonance region
but also decreases the possibility of violation of the second principle of
thermodynamics. This effect of σ is in complete agreement with quality
factor of resonating structures, where loss present inside them decreases
their resonance behavior, since MM slabs in Fig. 1 can be considered
as resonating structures [29, 30]. In the dependencies in Figs. 3
and 4, we assumed that the MM slab end faces overlap exactly with
calibration-planes. However, in real measurements, such a requirement
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is not easily and always met. Therefore, an experimentalist should
consider consequences of any incorrect data of L1 and L2 (Fig. 1)
on dependencies of the extracted εr and µr. For example, Figs. 5–
8 show some simulation results for monitoring effects of inaccurately
measured L1 and/or L2 on the extracted εr and µr of MM slabs with
σ = 0.0068 S/m and σ = 0.020 S/m.

General conclusions we draw from simulations in this subsection
are given as follows:

a) When offsets from true values of L1 and L2 increase, the retrieved
εr and µr (barely perceived in the plots) diverge accordingly from
their actual values with reference to correct L1 and L2 (Figs. 5
and 7). This divergence augments with an increase in L1 and
L2 values (Figs. 5 and 7), arising from increased phase differences
with offset in periodic manner on account for complex exponential
R1 and R2 in Eq. (2).

b) We see from Figs. 5–8 that µr is almost insensitive to changes in L1

and L2; but εr noticeably decreases as L1 and L2 are increased.
So the magnetic response does not depend on εr, and then we
can infer that electric and magnetic responses are uncoupled for
our study. The decrease of εr with increasing L1 and L2 can be
explained by fact that adding two layers of air (of lengths L1 and
L2) to the dielectric substrate increases the volume of the dielectric
via an increase in effective slab length (deff > d), and averaging
over the increased volume yields a lower εr.

c) While offsets from true values of L1 and L2 generally affect Re {εr}
and Re {µr} over whole frequency region, they just barely alter
Im {εr} and Im {µr} in the resonance region (see the insets in
Fig. 8). This effect arises from the fact that Re {εr} and Re {µr}
are mainly influenced by a phase shift, whereas Im {εr} and
Im {µr} are chiefly altered by an amplitude change for low-loss
materials [31].

d) Effects of offsets from true of L1 and L2 are generally lower near
resonance region for Composite MM slabs than for SRR MM
slabs (Figs. 5 and 6) because inclusion of metallic lossy cut wire
decreases quality of the resonating Composite MM slab, reducing
the frequency rate of change of S-parameters and thus εr and
µr [29].

e) We note from Figs. 3(a), 4(a), 5(a), 6(a), 7(a), and 8(a) that
retrieved Im{εr} values are negative near resonance region
(f ∼=2.9GHz) for both SRR and Composite MM slabs, violating
the passivity condition in Eq. (6) [23]. This problem (violation
of locality conditions) arises from spatial dispersion effects due to
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discreteness of conducting elements repeated periodically in a non-
homogeneous metamaterial bulk [16, 18, 19]. These effects mostly
result in large values of permittivity and permeability, when the
amplitude and phase of fields inside a medium vary quickly (e.g.,
resonance region).

f) General results discussed in (a), (b) and (c) apply to Composite
MM slabs whose electromagnetic property dependence is not
shown for conciseness.

5.2. Second Analytical Approach — Reference-plane
Invariant

In a manner similar to the case in the previous subsection, we
utilize analytical expressions, but reference-plane invariant ones from
Eqs. (7)–(11), to extract εr and µr of isotropic SRR and Composite
MM slabs with various σ, L1, and L2 values. From our simulations,
we find the following results:

a) Retrieved electromagnetic properties of isotropic SRR and
Composite MM slabs with σ = 0.0068 S/m and σ = 0.02 S/m for
various L1 and L2 are identical to those corresponding to correct
L values in Figs. 3–8 (not repeated for brevity). This means
that reference-plane invariant analytical expressions for extraction
of electromagnetic properties eliminate any errors arising from
inaccurate knowledge of L1 and L2.

b) In addition to eliminating of artificial changes in retrieved εr and
µr (general result (c) in Subsection 5.1), reference-plane invariant
expressions remove unreal electric and magnetic resonant behavior
(general result (b) in Subsection 5.1).

c) Retrieved Im {εr} values of isotropic SRR and Composite slabs
still have negative values near resonance region (f ∼= 2.9GHz).
Its reason parallels with that given in general results (e)
in Subsection 5.1, because reference-plane invariant analytical
expressions also utilize simulated S-parameters without regarding
the accuracy of simulated S-parameters near resonance region due
to discreteness of periodic elements.

5.3. Retrieval by the Dispersion Model Approach

In the previous two subsections, we noted that extracted Im {εr}
values of isotropic SRR and Composite MM slabs by both analytical
approaches become negative near resonance region, and this is
physically incorrect if the rate of heat dissipation of any passive
medium is considered. To resolve this problem, in this subsection we
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utilize dispersion model approach where Lorentz and Drude dispersion
type models in Eq. (12) are utilized for SRR and Composite MM slabs.
Incorporating these models with simulated S-parameters in Fig. 2, as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, we retrieved the εr and µr over 2–5 GHz
of isotropic SRR and Composite MM slabs with various σ, L1, and
L2 values using reference-plane invariant expressions in Eqs. (7)–(11),
since the effect of inaccurate knowledge of L1 and L2 is investigated
in Subsection 5.1, and since in this subsection our main concern is to
eliminate inaccuracies occurring from Im {εr} < 0 in Figs. 3(a)–8(a).
The dispersion model approach not only extracts physically correct
εr and µr, but also determines the electromagnetic parameters as
tabulated in Table 1. In electromagnetic parameters determination in
Table 1, we applied the “fmincon” function and utilized dependencies
in Figs. 3 and 4 to assign ranges for the parameters

1 ≤ ε∞ ≤ 5, 0 ≤ δe, δm ≤ 5, 1 ≤ µs, µ∞ ≤ 2. (13)

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the
SRR MM slab with various substrate conductance values (S/m) and
different values of L1 and L2 using dispersive model approach.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Extracted (a) permittivity and (b) permeability of the
Composite MM slab with various substrate conductance values (S/m)
and different values of L1 and L2 using dispersive model approach.
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Table 1. Electromagnetic parameters of MM slabs in Fig. 1 obtained
from the dispersion model.

MM slab ε∞
ωep

(GHz)

δe

(GHz)
µs µ∞

ωmp

(GHz)

δm

(GHz)

SRR

(σ = 0.0068)
2.938 - - 1.265 1.032 18.181 0.472

SRR (σ = 0.02) 2.939 - - 1.261 1.027 18.182 0.698

Comp.

(σ = 0.0068)
2.258 46.271 0.206 1.334 1.141 18.577 0.542

Comp.

(σ = 0.02)
2.313 46.622 0.260 1.347 1.147 18.557 0.757

Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 with Figs. 9 and 10, we see that the dispersion
model approach removes superfluous resonant behavior of εr for both
SRR and Composite MM slabs around f ∼= 2.9 GHz and in turn makes
the retrieved εr physically meaningful. Furthermore, it also slightly
decrease the resonant behavior of µr in favor of making Im {εr} ≥ 0.
Finally, it is noted from Table 1 that an increase in σ augments both
δe and δm for both SRR and Composite MM slabs.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have applied three methods for constitutive parameters measure-
ment of SRR and Composite MM slabs when slab surfaces do not
match with calibration planes. First, two different methods depending
on whether they require the knowledge of calibration-plane factors,
based on closed-form analytical expressions are utilized. Second, a
method relied on Lorentz and Drude models is adopted for reference-
plane invariant constitutive parameters determination. We have com-
pared each method with one another using simulated S-parameters of
two typical SRR and Composite MM slabs with various losses and dif-
ferent calibration plane factors. From the comparison, we note that
whereas both of the applied analytical methods produce unphysical
εr (but physical µr) near resonance regions, the approach based on
Lorentz and Drude models eliminates this problem and extracts cor-
rect constitutive parameters over whole band. It is noted that retrieved
unphysical εr is due to spatial dispersion effects arising from discrete-
ness of conducting parts of MM slabs, thereby altering simulated S-
parameters considerably.
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